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   Dr. Jill Stein, the Green Party presidential candidate in 2012,
announced June 22 that she will seek the party’s nomination for
president in 2016. Stein made the announcement on the "Democracy
Now" radio program in an interview with host Amy Goodman. This
was followed by a formal declaration the next day in a speech at the
National Press Club in Washington.
   Stein is not a socialist, and the word “socialist” was never spoken in
the interview or speech and appears nowhere in her campaign
literature. She is running as a capitalist candidate seeking to reform
American capitalism. She uses the language traditional to American
populism, both right and left, contrasting Main Street to Wall Street.
   Perhaps the most remarkable feature of Stein’s campaign is its
parochialism. The world outside the borders of the United States
might as well be invisible. In her interview, speech and campaign
program, the words Syria, Iraq, Libya, Afghanistan and Ukraine do
not appear. China, Russia, Europe and Africa do not rate a mention.
There are a few references to immigrants, but not to any of the
countries they come from, or what drives them to seek refuge in the
US.
   There is no assessment made of the wars and military provocations
which US imperialism has conducted for the past 25 years along the
periphery of the former Soviet Union, from the Baltic States to
Afghanistan. Insofar as Stein even addresses the question of military
spending—she advocates a 50 percent reduction—it is essentially as a
budgetary issue, not because the wars waged by the Pentagon are
reactionary and criminal in character. Significantly, she brands Israeli
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu a war criminal, but makes no
such characterization of Barack Obama or George W. Bush, who have
far more blood on their hands.
   This exclusive focus on US domestic issues has a practical political
benefit for the Green candidate, since she can pass in diplomatic
silence over the reactionary record of fellow Green Party leaders who
have entered capitalist governments around the world. From Germany
to Australia, Greens have carried out capitalist policies of austerity,
cutting jobs and social spending—the exact reverse of what the Green
Party candidate claims to stand for in the United States.
   The Green record on foreign policy is even worse. The German
Greens opened the door to the reemergence of German imperialism,
spearheading the deployment of German troops to the Balkans and
Afghanistan. Green politicians are supporting imperialist intervention
in Iraq and Syria, the US “pivot to Asia” against China, the
preparations of NATO for military conflict with Russia over Ukraine,
and the impoverishment of the Greek working people under the boot
of the IMF and European Union.
   More fundamentally, Stein’s silence on virtually all foreign policy

questions is a signal to the US ruling class. The US Green Party will
do nothing to challenge the global interests of American imperialism.
Like its counterparts worldwide, the US Greens seek to gain access to
the halls of power by reassuring those who really call the shots in
American politics—Wall Street and the military-intelligence apparatus.
   There is much in Stein’s domestic program that could attract
popular support among American workers and youth. “Guarantee
economic human rights, including access to food, water, housing, and
utilities,” she urges, along with “economic rights for everyone—the
right to a job, the right to complete healthcare through a Medicare for
All… the right to quality education, from preschool through college,
and that includes free public higher education and abolishing student
debt.”
   But like a snazzy car that unfortunately lacks an engine, the Green
candidate fails to explain how such a program of social rights can be
realized economically. Apparently, according to the Greens, this
program can be accomplished within the framework of capitalism,
without disturbing or even greatly inconveniencing the capitalist
ruling elite.
   The Socialist Equality Party calls for the realization of basic social
rights: to a job, a living wage, health care, education, housing, a
secure retirement. But we make clear that these rights, essential for a
decent life in an advanced society, are incompatible with capitalist
property relations. These rights can be achieved only through the
confiscation of the wealth of the financial aristocracy, the
nationalization of the major corporations and banks, and the
reorganization of economic life under the democratic control of
working people.
   For the Green Party, however, these social rights are pie in the sky
promises to workers that can be achieved without overthrowing the
profit system, and even without any significant struggle, other than
voting for Green candidates.
   Stein declares, “Our Power to the People Plan lays out these
solutions in a blueprint to move our economy from the greed and
exploitation of corporate capitalism to a human-centered system that
puts people, planet and peace over profit.” But when spelled out in
detail, this “blueprint” consists of nothing more radical than breaking
up the largest banks and supporting the development of cooperatives
and small businesses, as well as efforts to “make Wall Street, big
corporations, and the rich pay their fair share of taxes.”
   There is no reference to wealth redistribution, a staple even of
liberal Democratic Party candidates in the era of the New Deal and
Great Society, but now banned from official capitalist politics, which
includes the Greens. This reveals something about the class
foundation of the Green Party. It is a creation of layers of the upper-
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middle class, living in comfortable circumstances and possessed of a
certain degree of private wealth. The Greens are motivated largely by
environmental and lifestyle concerns, not by the desperate struggle for
economic survival that confronts the vast majority of working class
families.
   Much of Stein’s interview with Amy Goodman was taken up with
discussion of her attitude to “left” Democratic candidates such as
Vermont Senator Bernie Sanders, who is challenging frontrunner
Hillary Clinton for the Democratic Party presidential nomination.
   Sanders, despite his occasional misuse of the label “socialist,” is
nothing more than a liberal Democrat with conventional views about
setting modest limits on the power of the biggest banks and
corporations, while supporting the worldwide military operations of
American imperialism and its client states such as Israel.
   Stein hailed the initial support won by Sanders, declaring, “It’s
wonderful, and I wish him well. I wish him the best.” She dodged a
direct question about whether she would support Sanders if he should
run as an independent candidate for president, suggesting instead, “If
we were both running as Greens, you know, we would have probably
been in a Green primary, which would have been wonderful.”
   She continued, “I wish that he had run outside the Democratic Party.
There are many similarities, obviously, between his vision and my
vision...” She added that “in the Democratic Party, we’ve seen
wonderful efforts—Jesse Jackson, Dennis Kucinich, Al Sharpton—who
had extremely vigorous, spirited, visionary campaigns.”
   The problem with these campaigns, Stein concluded, was that “It’s
very hard to beat the system inside of the Democratic Party. And, you
know, when those efforts ended, that was the end. Ours will keep
going, and it will continue into the general election. And when it’s
over, we’re building a party that’s not going away.”
   What is most noteworthy here is that Stein does not distinguish
herself or the Greens from Sanders, Jackson, Kucinich or Sharpton in
terms of political program. They are bourgeois politicians who defend
capitalism and American imperialism, and so is she. The difference is
that they do so within the framework of the Democratic Party, one of
the two traditional parties of bourgeois rule in America, while Stein
seeks to create a new political prop for bourgeois rule outside the two-
party system.
   Pressed by Goodman to elaborate on policy differences with
Sanders, Stein exhibited a bad conscience, first conceding that the
differences were small, then trying to correct herself.
   “You know, certainly I have more in common with Bernie Sanders
than differences,” she said. “I think if you had to look for differences,
you would find them in foreign policy, where my campaign is perhaps
more critical—I would say definitely more critical—of funding for
regimes like that of the Netanyahu government, which are clearly war
criminals.”
   She continued, “These are, you know, small, big. I mean, foreign
policy, I think, is big. It tends to be one issue among many, but it is
the majority of our discretionary expenditures, and it’s really
inseparable from all the other critical issues that we’re trying to
solve.”
   Stein spelled out in her interview with Goodman the essential
perspective of middle-class “radical” politics in the United States: that
protest in the streets and pressure from ethnic minorities, gays,
women, trade unionists and others can compel the Democratic
Party—or even the Republicans—to enact meaningful reforms.
   “It’s important to remember what we did under Richard Nixon, as
demonic a Republican as any,” she said. “We did amazing things: on

women’s rights, the war, establishing the EPA and the Clean Air Act.
We did that because we mobilized, and political activism became a
way of life. It’s going to have to be again.”
   Stein also revealed how the aspirations of the US Greens have been
whetted by the electoral success of the Syriza party in Greece, a
coalition of Stalinist and pseudo-left groups, including the Greens.
“We wouldn’t presume that the odds are in our favor at this point, but
the odds are shifting,” she told Goodman. “Let’s test those waters!
Let’s find out! Who would have thought that Syriza would go from 3
percent to 70 percent in five years? We need to get started.”
   Neither Stein nor Goodman mentioned that Syriza has cruelly
betrayed those who voted for it, capitulating to the austerity demands
of the European Union and the IMF and imposing cut after cut on
Greek workers, youth and pensioners.
   Just after this reference to Syriza, Stein said, “At some point, the
tide is going to turn, and it may turn after there are 100 Katrinas up
and down all of our coasts, but it’s somewhere along the line.”
   What a perspective! Perhaps after 100 Katrinas—destroying 100
American cities, killing tens of thousands and displacing millions—the
American people will finally be jolted from their political lethargy.
Here, in unvarnished form, is the reactionary pessimism of the upper-
middle class ex-radical, disappointed that nothing has come of their
decades of engagement in protest politics. The underlying premise is
that the fault lies with the workers, who haven’t suffered enough.
   There is no question that as a mass movement against capitalism
emerges in the United States, rooted in the working class, the attitude
of groups like the Greens will be fundamentally hostile. They will
prop up the left wing of the Democratic Party, or, failing that, seek to
divert the workers into some new bourgeois political trap, such as
Syriza in Greece.
   The fight to establish the political independence of the working class
from all forms of capitalist politics requires an intransigent struggle to
unmask the political representatives of the upper-middle class,
including the Greens.
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